Speaker Stand (D5) Owner’s Manual
Thank you for purchasing this high quality speaker stand. Please read this owner’s manual before assembling
the stand, and be sure to use it properly. An accident or injury can result if the stand is incorrectly assembled
or unspecified parts are used. After assembly, keep this manual where it can be consulted when necessary.
■ Using this product safely and properly
The indicator symbols shown below are used in this manual and on the stand to ensure proper and safe
use of the product, prevent injuries and avoid damage to surrounding items. Please become familiar with
these symbols and their associated information before proceeding to the assembly instructions of this
manual.

Warning

This symbol indicates that death or serious injury may result from improper
installation if this information is overlooked.

Caution

This symbol indicates that injury may result or damage to property could occur
from improper installation if this information is overlooked.

Warning
● Do not place this stand on a tall object or high shelf. If the stand were to fall, it could cause an injury.

Caution
● This stand is meant for use with the 307 speaker. Do not use the stand for other purposes. Improper use of the
stand can result in an unstable condition with the potential to cause an injury by falling.
● Assemble the stand on a level surface. Placing the stand on an uneven surface can lead to overturning and result
in an injury.
● Do not place the stand where people regularly move past it. Bumping into the stand can cause an injury.
● Place the stand on a solid and level floor. Installing the stand in a location that is unstable can cause it to fall and
result in an injury.
● Do not drop or drag the stand when assembling or transporting it. Pushing over or dragging the stand can result in
an injury or cause damage to the floor.
● Do not climb onto or hang from the stand. Be especially careful about children trying to do this. If the stand falls
over it can cause an injury.
● The stand is heavy, so be sure 2 or more people cooperate in unpacking or moving it. Improper lifting can cause a
back injury and dropping the stand can injure feet.

〔1〕Cautions Before Use

〔2〕Required Tools

(1) This is a stand for a speaker system. Avoid using the stand
for other purposes.
(2) The stand is very heavy. Use caution when handling it.
(3) Place the stand on a solid and level floor. Do not place the
stand in an unstable location.
(4) Be careful not to tip over the stand.
(5) Be careful that the speaker system does not fall from the
stand.
(6) If the stand becomes dirty, clean it by lightly wiping with a
soft cloth having a neutral cleaning solution on it.
Do not use a substance like thinner or benzene.
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● Philips Screwdriver

〔3〕Included Parts

3 Joint × 1

1 Post × 1

4 Screw with attached washer

(M4 × 12mm) × 2
(for fixing tripod)

2 Tripod (Large) × 1

5 Screw with attached washer

(M3 × 6mm) × 1
(for fixing joint)

〔4〕Assembly
（1）Remove tripod (small) from 307 speaker
１．Remove the nut, spring washer and washer, and
then separate the 307 speaker from the tripod
(small).

307 Speaker

Tripod (Small)

"ECLIPSE TD"
Logo

Washer

Washer
Spring Washer
FRONT

Nut
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Spring Washer

（2）Assemble post and tripod (large)
１．Slip the post onto the tripod (large) and fasten
with screws having attached washers (M4 x
10mm).

Post

Caution

Screws with
attached washer
(M4 × 12mm) × 2

Tripod (Large)

Assemble stand so that the "ECLIPSE TD"
logo in on the right side when seen from the
front.

"ECLIPSE TD"
Logo

FRONT

（3）Install 307 speaker onto post
１．Slip the joint onto the 307 speaker and fasten
with washer, spring washer and nut.

307 Speaker

Screw with
attached washer
(M3 × 6mm)

Joint
★
Speaker
screw

Washer

Caution
・ The speaker is heavy, so use both hands
when lifting to slip it onto the post.

Post

・ Be careful not to mix up the tripod fixing
screws with washers (M4 x 12 mm) and
the joint fixing screws with washers (M3 x
6 mm) during assembly.

Spring Washer
※
Nut

２．Insert the joint now attached to the 307 speaker
into the post, and then fasten with the screw
having an attached washer (M3 x 6mm).

Tripod (Large)

・ If you tighten the nuts (marked with ※)
"ECLIPSE TD"
Logo

while the speaker screws (marked with ★)
are at an angle, the speaker will remain
loose and will not be secure . If this
happens, loosen the nuts (marked with
※), check that the speaker screws (marked
with ★) are straight, and then carefully

FRONT

retighten the nuts (marked with ※).
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（4）Routing speaker wire
１．Route the speaker wire through the wiring holes
in the joint and post, and then connect the wire
ends to the speaker.

Speaker Wire

〔5〕Specifications
● Dimensions and Weight
External Dimensions
(W × D × H mm)

Weight
(kg/1 stand)

315 × 275 × 990

Approximately 2.5

＊ Specifications and external appearance may change without notice.
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